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ABSTRACT

The article assesses Brazil’s external financial

fragility in the context of the Real Plan. In order to do

so, we have developed an external financial fragility

index, based on Minsky’s concept of financial fragility.

So, the index is applied to a time series of foreign sector
variables from 1992 to 1997. The evidences show that -

contrary the government discourse - the trends towards
increasing fragility during the Real Plan has left the
country quite vulnerable to changes at the international
level, as shown by the crisis of October 1997.



1 INTRODUCTION

Experience with stabilization programs involving

some kind of exchange anchor showsthat, generally

speaking, such plans at first generate an abrupt drop in

the rate of inflation, accompanied by marked appreciation

in the rate of exchange'. The local currency appreciates

as a result of differential evolution by domestic and

foreign prices in a context where the nominal rate of
exchange remains stable, causing the current account of
the balance of payments to contract substantially, due
principally to the increase in the value of imports.

Normally, this deficit is accompanied by a large capital

account surplus, thus not only enabling the former to be

financed, but allowing the volume of the country’s
international reserves to grow. The latter increase occurs
as a result of the surge of foreign capital entering the
country drawn by the stabilization plan’s initial success,
combined generally with liberal structural reforms. Higher

domestic interest rates, an added attraction to external
financing, can be used to reinforce these factors still

further. This influx of foreign capital can lead to a still

greater real appreciation of the exchange rate, leading to

a further increase in imports and also a downturn in

exports.

In this context, a larger, growing deficit in current

account will only be sustainable if equivalent levels of

long-term external funding are available, associated with
productive investment capable of generating a future flow
of exchange revenues sufficient to pay off outstanding
debt. The precise nature of capital inflow is fundamentally

very important, since one of the great perils of
stabilization plans with exchange anchors is that a
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reversal in the flow of foreign capital can lead to an
balance of payments disequilibrium of such a magnitude
that it becomes unfeasible for the government to maintain
the existing exchange rate. Expectations of exchange
devaluation aré generated among economic agents,
leading In turn to further shrinkage in inflows of foreign
capital and, consequently, a fall in levels of reserves,leaving the government no option but substantial
devaluation in the nominal exchange rate. This in turnmay have a prejudicial effect on domestic prices and onthe behavior of non-resident j

pe Investors, this j .

the stabilization effort. S jeopardizing

Many of the criticisms leveled at the stabilizationProgram implemented in Brazil in 1994 — known as the2
finaneinn ; relate to the consequences of the pattern of

Or current account deficj icommitmen cits and financial
ts assumed in the recent past. In particular,

sinceaeehooo:holding interest rates at high levels
term foreign capital ; n 7 Operation has attracted short-
the needs indicat ‘ , volumes many times greater than
raising the level , y the balance of payments, thus
of the exchan O reserves and fostering real appreciation

gé rate, which has had two effects. Firstly,
as trade arrangements were being liberalized, the
exchange appreciation resulted in significant balance of
trade deficits, a consequence of increasing importation.
Secondly, this Capital inflow entails foreign exchange
commitments concentrated largely in the short term,
which is alleged to spark off an incessant pursuit of
funds to refinance them. The effects of this liberal
economic policy arrangement are claimed to have
aggravated Brazil’s external financial fragility, due to its

increasing dependence on obtaining foreign financing to

sustain current account deficits and international reserves
at levels necessary to avert a currency crisis.
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The Brazilian government takes the view that the
growth in imports that can be observed is a consequence

of the restructuring of industrial production activities that

has been ongoing in Brazil in recent years - as a result

of the interaction of the processes of globalization,

stabilization and privatization (Barros & Goldenstein,

1997) -— and that the resulting productivity gains will

contribute to generating trade surpluses sufficient to

restore stability to the balance of payments in due course.

In addition, it is argued that short-term debt is being

supplanted by long-term debt and foreign direct
investment, bringing the restructuring strategy into line

with financial timeframes.

The aim of this article is to assess Brazil’s external

financial fragility in the context of the Real Plan, and to
show that — contrary to government discourse — the trend
towards increasing fragility has left the country quite

vulnerable to changes at the international level, as shown

by the crisis of October 1997. To begin with, section 2
briefly presents the Brazilian government's official view,
as formulated particularly by Gustavo Franco, former
director for International Affairs and currently President of

Brazil’s Central Bank, for whom the situation prior to

October 1997 represented no risk of crisis in the external
sector, there thus being no need for any major

realignment of exchange policy. section 3 develops an

external financial fragility index, built on the concept of

financial fragility developed by Hyman Minsky, which is

applied to the Brazilian economy in the years prior to and

following the Real Plan in an attempt to evaluate
particularly the degree of external vulnerability during the

Real Plan. By way of conclusion, section 4 offers some

final remarks on the text and a preliminary assessment,
in the light of the analysis conducted in the article, of

the recent speculative onslaught on the real.
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2 EXTERNAL FRAGILITY AND EXCHANGE
POLICY: THE OFFICIAL VIEW

One of the most striking features of the recent
Stabilization Process in Brazil was the strong realappreciation in the exchange rate that occurred when theReal Plan came into force. This resulted fundamentallyfrom the combination of intensive inflows of capital,attracted by high domestic interest rates, and adoption ofa floating exchange rate during the first months of theProgram. Critics of the exchange policy adopted byGustavo Franco have pointed out that one of the mainproblems of the stabilization plan was the existence of anexchange lag, which was claimed to be causing everlarger balance of Payments current account deficits,which it would be impossible to Sustain in the longerm?,

Franco (1996a, 1996b) questions the existence ofany exchange lag* during the Real Plan and argues that
the exchange appreciation is a product of the newMacroeconomic context of price stabilization and
globalization in which Brazil now finds itself. He holds
that the liberalization of trade and capital flows, as well
as the present exchange policy, are all elements funda-
mental to stabilizing prices and returning to economic
growth, free of the drawbacks entailed by the import
substitution-oriented growth model.

According to Franco, inherent to the notion of delay
or /ag is an allusion to time past, associated with

arrangements typical of a context of high inflation and

capital flight, conditions quite different from those of the

Real. After all, rising exchange rates are to be seen with

almost all successful stabilization programs, particularly
as a result of increases in the prices of non-tradables.

Franco (1996, p.25) argues then that the essential thing
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is “to know whether current levels are appropriate; that

is, whether the appreciation of the rea/ is correct or
merited” and he believes that the correct, prudent level
for Brazil’s current account deficit, as observed in other

emerging economies, should be of the order of 3% of

GDP.

Franco also believes that, in the case of Brazil, the
external deficit — albeit high — has been properly financed,

with increasing participation by long-term foreign capital

(mainly direct investments), and has constituted a

contribution by foreign savings to Brazil's development,
since the imports are largely capital goods that contribute

to improving the competitiveness of Brazilian industry®.
Meanwhile, according to Franco, it must be borne in mind
that labor productivity in Brazil has been growing at
average rates in excess of 7% since 1991, evidence of

the changes under way in the structure of production

since the economy opened up to the outside, which are
progressively modifying the nature of the country’s

competitiveness. Following this same line of reasoning,
Francisco Lopes, Monetary Policy Director of the Central
Bank, says: “! think that the process of stability and

openness tends to generate productivity gains that will

make Brazil more competitive — encouraging exports and

reducing imports. That is our wager. But it is something

that does not need to be planned. The market system

itself will manage it better than us”®.

To summarize, as seen by the government’s policy

makers, the features of the production restructuring

process in Brazil are as follows: (i) domestic investment,

due to privatizations and the influx of foreign direct
investment, will increase the formation of fixed capital of
a magnitude sufficient to make it possible to provide the
underpinning for a new cycle of development; (ii) this

restructuring will produce significant, persistent

productivity gains sufficient to offset the appreciation in
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the exchange rate and stimulate a vigorous reaction by
exporters in the medium and long terms’; and also, (iii)
will also reverse the sizeable expansion of coefficients of
penetration by imports in the production chain in Brazil.

Government economic authorities thus seem to be
trusting to a gradual, Spontaneous adjustment of the
balance of trade in which production of tradables. will
expand as a result of the restructuring of the industrial
sector and of the Brazilian economy’s improved
competitiveness due to greater Openness to the outside.
In time, this should lead to an increase in exports and aslowing in the pace of imports, resulting in balance oftrade surpluses in the future. Consequently, on this view,the present situation in Brazil does not represent majorrisk of an exchange crisis.

S THE EXTERNAL FINANCIAL FRAGILITY OF
THE REAL PLAN

3.1. A measure of external financial fragility

Financial Fragility

Minsky (1982, 1986) developed the concept of
financial fragility as a measure of an economy’s ability (or
inability) to deal with shocks to its conditions of financing
(e.g., a sudden hike in interest rates) without there
resulting any generalized disorganization in flows of
payments among economic agents. He felt the decision

to invest, to choose assets, runs hand-in-hand with the

choice of the means of financing. Both decisions, taken

in combination, define the extent of the economy's
vulnerability to adverse change in the economic situation.
An economy will be - macroeconomically - more or less
fragile according to the preponderance of financial hedge
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or speculative units. Financial structures, defined as the
relationship between the expected future flows of profits
from an economic unit and its financial commitments, can
be classified into hedge, speculative or Ponzi.

Units classified as hedge adopt financially
conservative attitudes; i.e., they are those where the
safety margins between profits and financial commitments
are sufficient to ensure that, in all future periods, profits

will exceed interest expense and amortization payments
(here, expected gross revenue affords some margin over
debt payment commitments). A rise in interest rates will
not jeopardize these units’ ability to meet their payment

commitments - or at least not directly.

Speculative units maintain smaller safety margins
than hedge units, as they speculate that financial costs

will not increase to the point where their plans become

unworkable. Here, in general, expected profits are

insufficient to pay off the total debt principal; that is,

commitments to pay debt in cash exceed expected gross

revenues, since the expectation is that in subsequent
years agents will obtain a revenue surplus sufficient to

offset the initial situation of deficit. For this reason, such
units need to refinance their liabilities. Under these
conditions, if interest rates rise, so will related financial
expenses, thus directly altering the current value of their
enterprises.

Economic agents that take financing with shorter
maturities than the project being financed are generally
assuming a speculative stance, given that they know
beforehand that they will have to resort to new financing
to fulfill their financial contracts. According to Minsky,
this pattern of financing is typical of economies in a state
of euphoria.

Ponzi units may be considered an extreme case of
units with a speculative financial attitude. In the

I 
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immediate future, their profits will not be sufficient even

to cover the value of outstanding interest payments,

making it necessary for them to take out additional loans

so that the unit can meet its financial commitments.
Their indebtedness grows even wheninterest rates do not

rise and their vulnerability to rising interest rates is even
greater than in the previous case.

One of the analytical consequences of using the

concept of financial fragility is that the success of tight
monetary policy in controlling aggregate demand without
producing instability depends on the degree of financial

fragility of the economy as a whole. The effect of a rise
in interest rates on a robust economy dominated by
agents with a hedge attitude will be to reduce expenses
and profits. In the case of a fragile economy — that is,
where a majority of agents adopt a speculative attitude

- arise in interest rates will directly affect the value of
their financial commitments, which may make it widely

unfeasible for them to pay their debts, thus triggering 4
financial crisis.

Financial fragility in open economies

In an open economy, there is an added dimension to

the concept of financial fragility, as compared with closed

economies. When considering the contractual relationship

between residents and non-residents, the future exchange

rate and the determination as to who incurs the exchange

risk are key elements in the composition of financial

Structures. In order to gauge revenue flows and compare

them with outstanding financial commitments and thus

assess the financial fragility of agents resident In an open

economy, it is necessary to forecast the exchange rate

that will be current on future payment dates.

The rate of exchange may influence the financial

structure in two ways. One of these has to do with

operational activities. Depending on the currency in which

  14
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receipts and spending occur, the direct impact of an

exchange fluctuation may be positive, negative or neutral.

The other way exchange variation affects companies’
health is via the financial route. In this case, the impact

will depend on the currency in which their financial
commitments are to be discharged. The possible

combinations among revenue and expenditure flows and

financial commitments in domestic and foreign currencies

make for a great variety of agents, reflecting the greater

complexity of an open economy.

In order to determine exchange risk, a distinction

has to be drawn among units according to the currency
(dollar or real) in which they incur their costs and collect

operating revenues. Table 1 below summarizes four types

of unit.

Table 1

Types of unit by currency in which revenues/

expenditures occur
 

 

   

A B Cc D

Revenues US$ US$ R$ R$

Costs US$ R$ US$ R$  
Units in groups A and D will only be affected

indirectly by exchange variations, in the case their sales
increase or decrease. For them, nonetheless, the
proportion of revenues to expenditures should remain
relatively constant. In groups B and C, however, an
exchange variation - e.g., a devaluation — will have a
direct effect on the ratio of revenues to expenditures.
Units of type 8B, which are exporters, will be affected
favorably. Supposing that the quantities sold remain
constant, they will enjoy an immediate increase in
revenues proportional to the devaluation, while their costs
will remain constant. Units of type C - importers, for

| ir
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example — will suffer the direct impact of an exchange
devaluation on their costs, which will increase. Should
they be unable to alter their selling prices or manage to
hand on only part of the devaluation — at least in the
short term — their profits will be reduced. It can therefore
be said that, in terms of operational activities, only units
of types B and C run exchange risk. At this stage, where
relations of indebtedness have not yet been taken into
account, units of types A and D may be considered hedge
from the exchange point of view.

Transposing to the context of an open economy the
table drawn up by Minsky for a closed economy thus
generates a far more complex taxonomy of types of unit.
In this case, when one considers the economic units’
Sensitivity to exchange variations — in addition tovariations in interest rates — the macroeconomic impact
of a tight monetary policy and/or of an exchange
devaluation becomes quite diversified and its overall
effect on the total economy will depend on the relative
weight of units with Speculative postures among agents
as a whole.

For purposes of analysis, it is useful to separate the
components of the degree of fragility in open economies
according to the impact that a rise in interest rates or an
exchange variation can cause on the economy. Initially,
then, external financial fragility may be defined as the
degree of an economy’s vulnerability to changes in
conditions of financing originating from alterations in
external interest rates or in exchange rates®. This fragility
may manifest itself in operational terms which, from the

macroeconomic viewpoint, would entail balance of trade

deficits. In terms of financing, however, if there are units
with financing in foreign currency at shorter-term
maturities than the activity financed and/or whose
revenues are in domestic currency, they may be vulnerable

to changes in exchange rates, at the same time as the

le 
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country is subject to external shocks deriving from
alterations in international financing conditions.

In other words, the macroeconomic result of agents’
financial attitudes — in foreign currency — will be a fragile
economy if the set of resident agents involved in
transactions with the outside world is of such an order
that maturing financial commitments - or at least the
most immediate of them - cannot be met by using
available foreign exchange, unless this is complemented
by the refinancing of the short-term obligations.

In an economy where trade and financing are very
open, the exchange rate depends strongly on the actual
and expected behavior of the balance of payments, which
is an unplanned result of the action of autonomous
agents. It is thus useful to assess to what point the
exchange rate can be sustained in terms of available

reserves and inflows and outflows of foreign currency -
represented here by the US dollar — in the economy as

a whole. This is why it is important to calculate the

degree of a country’s external fragility: an evaluation of
its dependence on refinancing in order to sustain the
stability of its balance of payments and any given
exchange policy.

External financial fragility

Given information about a country’s balance of
payments, it is possible to determine its degree of
external financial fragility in the light of how great (or
small) is its economy's need to resort to the international
Capitals market in order to renegotiate outstanding
financial positions (that is, that cannot be settled
immediately). As the degree of fragility is related to the
country’s ability to pay its exchange commitments, as
well as with the profile of the latter, an external financial
fragility index (EFI) was developed to reflect the evolution
of an economy’s external fragility by comparing its actual

;
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and potential foreign currency liabilities with its respective
Payment capacity; that is:

EFI=(M+D,+D,,+A+STK,+NIP,) / (X+R+R,.+RE, +1, +L,

Where:

M = imports;

X = exports;

D = expenditures on interest “i” and other services (OS);
R = revenues from interest “i" and other services (OS);
A = loan amortizations;

STK, = short-term Capital stock, with a one-period lag;
MP, = stock of net investment in portfolio, with a one-Period lag;

RE, = aggregate official reserves at prior period end;

eee exchange inflows corresponding to direct

Ly = medium- and
long-term loans.

The actua/ .expenditure with Payment obligations compris
leah imports and i lus loanamortiza . services p :

stocks ‘Nee obligations are short-term capital
the first stments in portfolio — aggregated up to

1, according to their value in the
nd with a one-period lag®. TheseTepres oePent the country’s most important liabilities~ actual and

Potentia] _ ; : eecan be “met” by a 'N a given quarter. These liabilities
and other Services He reserves, revenues from exportser ° ‘um-and long-term loans ae and other services), medium

irect investment.The higher the value o
'Y is to be affected sy index, the more liable thee

———___shanges in the international

count

 

country is to be affected by changes in the international
situation (e.g., changes in foreign interest rates) and the
Poorer its ability to meet more immediate financial
commitments, leaving it more dependent on external
refinancing or its own foreign exchange reserves.
Alternatively, the higher the value of the index, the
greater is the country’s Capacity to meet its more
immediate commitments without needing to resort to
refinancing or to its stock of reserves. In other words, to
the extent that the index decreases, actual and potential
liabilities are being covered by current revenues and by
sources of longer-term financing. This interpretation
makes it possible to classify countries’ financial postures
in a manner analogous to the concept of financial fragility
developed by Minsky.

In this case, an open economyis classified as hedge
if it is able to meet fully its actual and potential foreign
exchange liabilities (relating to the flow of goods and
services), independently of permanent refinancing. This
implies that current expenses and financial commitments
— both in foreign currency - are compatible with current
revenues and the degree of liquidity (in foreign currency)
of its assets. On the other hand, an economy may be
classified as speculative if, in order to meet expenditures
on current transactions and financial liabilities with non-
residents, recurrent use of refinancing (and/or loss of
reserves) is required.

For example, an increase in short-term financing will
add to the country’s financial fragility if, in the following
period, potential liabilities increase in relation to financial
revenues obtained during the period, to current revenues
and to reserves. In this case, keeping the balance of
payments steady will come to depend more and more on
economic policies designed to attract short-term,
speculative capital.
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Source: Table 2.

At first sight, this Strengthens the argument that,during the first three and a half years of the stabilizationprogram, the rate of exchange was inappropriate to thecharacteristics of the Brazilian economy and its pattern offoreign financing. It was held to be unsuitable in the lightof ever larger current account deficits and becausecontrary to what is suggested by Gustavo Franco long.term financing for these deficits has not been stifficientto prevent increasing external financial fragility. On thecontrary, as the evolution of the index Suggests, the

volume of long-maturity capital has proven insufficient to
bring Brazil’s financial liabilities into line with its capacity

to generate foreign exchange by way of current
transactions. As a result, there has been a need to resort

to short-term financing, which causes the country to
Continue vulnerable to changes in short-term expectations
formulated by international speculators and thus to adopt

typically speculative financial postures.

This situation was the result of a deliberate policy

of attracting short-term capital - currency loans and
investments in portfolio - in the course of the 90s’,
designed to eliminate external constraints imposed by the
debt crisis of the previous decade by exploiting the

growing supply of funds in the international financial
System in a context of financial globalization. This

brought about a significant increase in the volume of
short-term capital and, concomitantly, in the levels of
Brazil’s reserves. The financial fragility index in the period

Prior to the Real increased very slightly and this behavior

May be attributed mainly to balance of trade surpluses,

in addition to the increases in reserves. It was thus

during the Real Plan, with the increase in the influx of

short-term capital and the explosive growth in imports,

that Brazil’s external fragility rose to a higher plateau and

the upward tendency became more marked.

The evolution of foreign variables and their effects
On the country’s external vulnerability can be
accompanied in detail by way of the index’s behavior,
which seems to point to four important periods in the
Evolution of the Brazilian economy’s external financial
fragility: (1) the period running from the second quarter
of 1992 until the end of the second quarter of 1994,
Where one can observe a certain stability to external
fragility, as well as the existence of trade surpluses; (2)
the period from the third quarter of 94 until the first
quarter of 1995, running from introduction of the new
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currency and the substantial liberalization of imports andending with the Mexican Crisis and the resulting Tequila
into decline, ending in the third quarter of 1995, whenthe balance of trade made a rapid and short-livedrecovery; and (4)a final Period, from the last quarter of1995 to the fourth quarter of 1997, marked by large

During the first period, the balance of trade wasalways Positive, reflecting Competitiveness in Productionof the nation’s tradables, due largely to the depreciated

Significant in this period, Probably attracted by thePossibility of carrying out “box operations”, which madeit possible, by using the derivatives market, to simulatethe environment of fixed income applications — whichoffered international investors Significant real interestrates!3,
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Figure 2. Real ExchangeRateandBalance ofTrack, 1992-97

(Mitions ofUS. dollars, Index [/94= 100) m0
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insurance a4 special mentions for international travel,
investment reight. On the other hand, portfolio
investment f tum. and long-term loans and directthe first auc: sharply by around US$ 11,000 million inquarter ac of 1995 as compared with the previousbecausc : the onset of the Mexican crisis, probably
to th _ Ot tts effects on non-residents’ expectations as

€ liquidity and profitability of their investments. Netinflows of short-term capital behaved erratically in the
Period, holding to a high plateau at first, falling sharply
at the end of 1994 under the Tequila effect and then
Continuing to grow in the first quarter of 1995, which
Indicates that this type of capital is more sensitive to
Changes in government monetary policy and to
expectations of an exchange crisis.

One of the final results of these movements in this
period was a major reduction in Brazil's reserves, which
shrank to 75% of their initial volume between the
beginning of the Real Plan and the end of thefirst quarteof 1995. At this point, the index of Brazil's exter Ivulnerability made a_ significant jump, peaking during thefirst quarter of 1995. As of March of that year, under the
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impacts of the Mexican crisis and Brazil’s deteriorating

balance of trade, a new stage began in terms of economic

policy characterized by greater flexibility in exchange and

trade policy, with the introduction of a system of mini

exchange bands and the raising of import taxes to 70%

On 109 product items, including automobiles and
household electrical appliances'®. At the same time, the

government increased the primary interest rate sharply,
Which was fundamental in securing a significant volume
Of foreign funds by stimulating absorption of short-term
Capital.

In the third period, beginning in the second quarter
of 1995, as a result of the change in exchange and trade
Policy and the adoption of strong “containment”
Economic policy measures (higher interest rates and
limitations on credit), the balance of trade steadied:

€xports -— which had fallen off considerably in the first
quarter of 1995, probably because of expectations of an
exchange devaluation — began to grow, while imports

began to level off. The fundamental fact, however, is that
direct investment, medium- and long-term loans and
Portfolio investment increased substantially, as did short-
term capital, net inflow of which exceeded US$ 11,000
million in the period, demonstrating the government's

Success in confronting the Tequila effect and regaining

agents’ confidence in the Real Plan. With this, reserves
recovered rapidly, jumping from US$ 31,500 million in the
Second quarter of 1995 to US$ 46,600 million in the third
quarter. The rapid replenishment of reserves and the influx
Of direct investment and medium- and long-term loans

Were decisive in reducing the index of the Brazilian
Economy’s external financial fragility at that point.

In the fourth period, beginning with the fourth
Quarter of 1995, the behavior of the balance of trade did
Not repeat the surpluses of the previous phase, but held

Steady or declined slightly until the second quarter of
1996, then decreased rapidly to reach its lowest value in

27 
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the last quarter of 1996 (a deficit of around U$ 3,000million), as a result of a combination of a relativeStagnation of exports with a sharp increase in imports,which began to grow again vigorously. This behaviorresulted from renewed Economic growth in Brazil, in the

exports, in addition to falling prices of some of Brazil'sexport commodities on international markets.Consequently, the EF| tended to increase — almostImmediately reaching the levels of the period when Brazil

In this period, in addition to the influence of short-term capital, spending on non-financial services alsocontributed to driving the fragility index upwards,especially as a reflex of increased Spending on freight andinternational travel, in the latter case strongly stimulatedby the rising exchange rate and credit card facilities forfinancing Purchases. On the other hand, interest andamortization Spending, a product of the accumulatedstock of medium- and long-term loans, has been growingsince early 1996 although, in the Case of amortizations,spending oscillated considerably during the period. TheVariables that performed well and contributed topreventing the index from rising still further from thebeginning of 1996 onwards were medium- and long-termloans and direct investment.

deal with the crisis.
mye
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To conclude, the evolution of the external fraguty
index during the first three and a half years of the Real

Plan reveals that there have been no significant change

in the trends of variables relating to external accounts
that might reverse the index’s growth. In Spite ° the fect
that the growing balance of trade deficit di imp °

Somewhat in 1997, due to a certain degree of impot

contention induced by stagnation of the level of economic

activity and improved export performance, particule Y

commodities — in turn resulting partly from an exc °"ae
devaluation slightly greater than inflation, plus spe re
measures to encourage exports and restrict imports ne
More substantial reversal in the growth trajectory o n
index will be possible unless exports can be kept growing

at higher rates than imports.

4 FINAL REMARKS IN THE LIGHT OF THE
EFFECTS OF THE ASIAN CRISIS

The speculative attack on the rea/ that oeetrree "3October 1997 seems to have stemmed from ftheAsian“contagion crisis” arising from the effects or “aetivitCrisis on Brazil and an outbreak of speculative : “lea
triggered by market operators whoperceive tagion
Macroeconomic imbalances in Brazil - The of bondseffect became evident in the fall in the pce “4 tradedissued by Brazil (and all emerging countries) oh lossesOn international financial markets and also in te Asitaken by global players in their applications on stan
Stock markets, both contributing to investors on
Brazilian market selling their positions in reals to covertheir losses on other markets.

In terms of doubtful economics fundamentals, the
UNSsustainable trend in its foreign accounts placed Brazil
at risk of an exchange crisis, because of the high degree

rey
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of external financial fragility of the Brazilian economy,leaving it susceptible to short-term changes in theInternational situation. As shown in this Paper, there isclear evidence that the degree of Brazil’s external financialfragility increased during the Real Plan, principally in 1996and 1997, basically because exchange liabilities — actualand potential — were not covered by current revenues andsources of longer-term financing, which has left BrazilSystematically dependent on external refinancing.

The economic authorities seemed to neglect theeffects of a possible change in the international situation,while putting across the idea that the Real was abulwark. The central idea was that the large trade deficitsthat could be observed were the result of the process ofrestructuring industrial Production in Brazil, whichPromised Productivity gains sufficient, in the medium-term, to offset exchange appreciation. The exchange risksof this strategy would be minimized by the fact that thedeficit was claimed to be soundly financed, with growingParticipation by long-term foreign capital.

Nonetheless, events in Brazil demonstrated that, inview of the increasing current account deficits, long-termfinancing for these deficits was insufficient to precludeexternal financial fragility. Brazil was thus obliged to
resort to external refinancing, which contributed to
increasing the already voluminous stocks of bonds and
credits with short maturities, leaving the Brazilian
economy more and more vulnerable to shifts in the short-
term expectations formulated by foreign investors. The
speculative attack on the rea/ in October 1987 highlighted
the external fragility of the rea/ and was prevented from
leading to an exchange crisis only by swift action from
the government, which sold off part of its voluminous
international reserves, raised interest rates sky-high (from
21% to 44% p.a.) and increased the supply of hedge
financing by selling exchange-adjusted government
securities, so as to revert the speculative process under

  eeme
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Way at the time. It then promptly pushed through an

emergency fiscal package. With these measures, the
government sought, at the same time, to ensure cash
flow sufficient to close the balance of payments gap and
to reduce the balance of trade and current account
deficits more quickly.

In this context, the government is likely to try to
Maintain its present policy of gentle exchange
devaluations, while forging ahead with the privatization
Process, thus seeking to stabilize its foreign accounts,

Even if at the price of more modest economic growth.
Contradictorily, at the same time as they, at least
Partially, restored economic agents’ confidence in the real

Plan, the measures adopted to deal with the crisis have
lead to serious macroeconomic imbalances in Brazil: an
economic slowdown, growing unemployment, increasing

fragility in the banking system, fiscal deterioration (due
to the economic slump and the effect of high interest

rates on the cost of public debt), greater dependence on

Short-term foreign capital, etc. - which could jeopardize

the very economics fundamentals of the Real Plan. On the
Other hand, they reveal how limited is the government's

freedom of action in managing economic policy.
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Notas

" Dependence on foreign capital flows Causes, among other problems,the real rate of exchange to appreciate, nontradables to expand at thecost of tradables and trade deficits to increase, which can leave thecountry’s economy increasingly vulnerable to external factors. In thiscomnecton, see Gavh etalfj (1995) and Corbo & Hernandez (1996).
? The Real Plan was conceived on samebasis as stabilization programs
with exchange anchor that have been applied in Latin America since
the late 80s, using a fixed or semi-fixed rate of exchange in combination
with more open trade policy as a price anchor.It differs from tne
Argentina’s Conversibility Plan for adopting a moreflexible exchange
anchor, which means without pegging the parity of one to one between
domestic currency and the U.S. dollar, in a typical Currency poe
System. For a general analysis of the origins and development o
Real Plan, see Silva & Andrade (1996).

* See, for example, Batista Jr. (1996) and Dornbusch (1997).

* Exchange lag, according to Franco (1998, p. 131), means outof
balance” , or more specifically that “the domestic currency ve hi
expensive than the foreign currency, orit is aoe from wnatis
considered correct, reasonable or consistent with equilibrium w
this means”.

5 See, in this regard, the interviews with Gustavo Franco in re
following newspapers: Gazeta Mercantil, 18/Nov/96, and O Globo,
Jan/97.

6 Interview in Jornal do Brasil, 6/Jul/97.

-exchange, export promotionuld also be encouraged by non-exc é |

=acuresadopted by the government by way of lines of credit from

theNational Economic and Social Development Bank (BNDES).

ili also be defined, in terms ofmy’s external fragility may : e@ de

ke.aein Lopes (1997, p.13), “as a situation in which there is °

high risk of holding insufficient foreign reserves to face an importan

onversion of liquid saving in national currency into foreign currency”.Cc

® Aggregate short-term capital and net investmentin portfollewere

set back by one quarter of year because, for the purpo es ors
s decided thatliabilities could mature only in the q

Sreecquentto inflow. The same was done with reserves, as it wassubse
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understood that liabilities of any given quarter may be met with
exchange revenues from the same quarter in addition to aggregate
reserves up to the previous quarter.

'° The data that make up the external financial fragility index can beSeen in the Table 1 in annex.

"' According to the Current Affairs Bulletin (Boletim de Conjuntura),July/97, published by Rio de Janeiro Federal University’s Institute ofEconomics,in the first three years of the Real Plan the balance oftrade was responsible for roughly 2/3 of the increase in the currentaccountdeficit.

"? AnnexIV to Resolution 1.289 of the National Monetary Council -(Conselho Monetério Nacional - CMN), set up on May 31, 1991,disciplined investment in Brazil in bonds and securities portfoliosmaintained by foreign institutional investors, permitting considerableleewayin allocating funds to assets and to the operations which wereadmitted and dispensing with the need to meet minimum percentagerequirements of the other Annexes(I, Il and Il).
'3 The nominal interest rate divided by the exchange devaluation in thePeriod gives the foreign investor’s return in terms of the foreigncurrency. “Box operations”, in turn, by way of a mixture of Operationson the spot and derivatives markets, allow international investorsinBrazil to obtain returns on the variable income market Similar to thoseof the fixed income market by exploiting the tax advantages grantedto foreign investment under the provisions of Annex IV."* According to Bacha (1997, p.181), in the terms of the “asymmetricalexchange band”, the Brazil’s Central Bshould the Real tend to devaluate agaiparity, but would leave the market fre

real to appreciate against the dollar.
'S As of March 1995, the government changedits exchangepolicy,carrying out a nominal devaluation of the real of about 6% and comingto adopt a policy of small monthly devaluations (around 0,6% permonth) — by a slowly sliding, narrow exchange band ~ which has beenmaintained to this day. The new system Consists of large bands withminibandsinside that can berealigned, within a month, in days andMagnitudes not previously announced.
"® This point will be Coveredin the next section.

a
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Notas

" Dependence on foreign capital flows Causes, among other problems,the real rate of exchangeto appreciate, nontradables to expand at thecost of tradables and trade deficits to increase, which can leave thecountry’s economy increasingly vulnerable to external factors. In thisconnection, see Gavn et alfj (1995) and Corbo & Hernandez (1996).
? The Real Plan was conceived on samebasis as stabilization programs
with exchange anchor that have been applied in Latin America since
the late 80s, using a fixed or semi-fixed rate of exchange in combination
with more open trade policy as a price anchor.It differs from the
Argentina's Conversibility Plan for adopting a moreflexible exchange
anchor, which means without pegging the parity of one to one between
domestic currency and the U.S. dollar, in a typical Currency Bate
System. For a general analysis of the origins and developmentof t
Real Plan, see Silva & Andrade (1996).

3 See, for example, Batista Jr. (1996) and Dornbusch (1997).

a“ f* Exchange lag, according to Franco (1998, p. 131), means out .
balance” , or more specifically that “the domestic currency is more
expensive than the foreign currency, or it is above from whati
considered correct, reasonable or consistent with equilibrium whatever
this means”.

5 See, in this regard, the interviews with Gustavo Franco in the
following newspapers: Gazeta Mercantil, 18/Nov/96, and O Globo, 20/
Jan/97.

6 Interview in Jornal do Brasil, 6/Jul/97.

7 Exports would also be encouraged by non-exchange, export Promwon

sures adopted by the government by wayoflines of credit from

the National Economic and Social Development Bank (BNDES).

8 An economy’s externalfragility may also be oetines mformsof

stocks, as in Lopez (1997, p.13), as a Situation in whic thereIs

igh risk of holding insufficient foreign reserves to face an imp n

saversion of liquid saving in national currency into foreign currency”.

® Aggregate short-term capital and net investmentin Porotwere

set back by one quarter of year because, for the purpos rs

it was decidedthatliabilities could mature only in the q

Soecquent to inflow. The same was done with reserves, as it wassu
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understood thatliabilities of any given quarter may be met with
exchange revenues from the same quarter in addition to aggregate
reserves up to the previous quarter.

'° The data that make up the externalfinancial fragility index can beseen in the Table 1 in annex.

"' According to the Current Affairs Bulletin (Bo/etim de Conjuntura),July/97, published by Rio de Janeiro Federal University’s Institute ofEconomics,in the first three years of the Real Plan the balance oftrade wasresponsible for roughly 2/3 of the increase in the currentaccountdeficit.

'? Annex IV to Resolution 1.289 of the National Monetary Council -(Conselho Monetério Nacional - CMN), set up on May 31, 1991,disciplined investment in Brazil in bonds and securities portfoliosmaintained by foreign institutional investors, permitting considerableleewayin allocating funds to assets and to the operations which wereadmitted and dispensing with the need to meet minimum percentagerequirements of the other Annexes(I, Il and Ill).
'* The nominal interest rate divided by the exchangedevaluation in thePeriod gives the foreign investor's return in terms of the foreignCurrency. “Box operations”, in turn, by way of a mixture of operations

fixec
ax advantages grantedto foreign investment underthe provisions of Annex IV." According to Bacha (1997, P.181),in the terexchange band”, the Brazil’ s Central Bank
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7 In his studies (see, for example, Krugman, 1997), “ruse

distinguishes exchange crises and speculative attacks in aioenomic

(i) those associated with serious inconsistencies in macro sovestic

policy, generally relating to a dilemma between expansioistonance
policy and an exchange policy ecto’ te theoem an expected
f a fixed rate of exchange; (ii) those tha alt

future deterioration in the economics fundamentals or merelyi. and

fulfilling prophecy, originating in purely SpeeNe seach in one

also (iii) contagion crises, which occur whena nan may cause the

country precipates crashes in other countries a on vonventional

exchangecrisis to propagate. For a critical “peo38)

currency crises models, see Paula e Alves Jr. .   
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